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Production Of Agricultural Solutions 
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Abstract: This paper demonstrates how the short messaging service (SMS), popularly known as ‘texting’, has facilitated production of so lutions to farm 
issues using the Farmers’ Text Centre (FTC) of the Philippine Rice Research (PhilRice) as the case study. Text messages registered in the FTC 
database in 2010 covering one cropping season were discourse analyzed. Interpretive qualitative research particularly the Grounded Theory was 
employed to interpret/theorize said data. Since texting is a new, emerging discourse in agricultural development, Grounded Theory allows the explication 
of theoretical accounts that explain its existence and impact. Results indicate that timing (queries received within working days from 8am to 5pm get 
speedy response), content (the easier the question the faster it gets reply), length (the shorter the message the better) and clarity of the query/text 
message, as well as cultural factors (such as greetings and terms of respect) are all important governing factors in texting for farm use. Moreover, 
analysis reveals that the series of text messages sent back and forth by farmers and agricultural specialist in FTC suggests a dynamic process of 
negotiation, rather than passive information sharing. The analysis further reveals that texting has allowed farmers to have access to a ‘negotiated’ 
knowledge rather than a standard scientific recommendation vis-à-vis the solution to their farm issues. The term ‘negotiated’ implies that farmers are 
actively involved in knowledge production via texting. ‘Textholder’ is coined in this paper to describe farmers and agricultural specialists as co-creators of 
knowledge in texting, as opposed to their traditional role as knowledge generator and user, respectively. From the analysis, reflections, implications, and 
theoretical contributions are drawn in relation to the value of SMSing in agricultural extension and communication.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 SMS penetration in the Philippines 
The Philippines is one of the world’s largest markets for short 
messaging service (SMS), popularly known as texting. 
Reports indicate that SMS has been by far the most 
successful information and communication technology (ICT) 
innovation in the country with a penetration rate of 75 per cent 
(Acision 2010) – much higher than was the case when radio 
and television were first introduced (Pertierra 2009). Since its 
launch in the late 1999 (Roman 2006), SMS has been used 
intensely by Filipinos who send an estimated 1.8 billion text 
messages daily (Paul Budde Communication 2011) at a cost 
of less than $US 0.02 per message (Acision 2010). Mobile 
phone subscribers in the country are estimated to be 
numbered at 73 million today, up from just 6 million in 2000 
(Research On Asia Holdings 2008). Because of this, the 
Philippines has gained the moniker as the ‘texting capital’ of 
the world (Acision 2010). Not only has SMS become a craze in 
the metropolis, but it has also been enthusiastically adopted 
by people from the remote, poorer rural areas in the country 
(Nagasaka 2007, Pertierra 2005). In an information and 
communication technology (ICT) ownership survey conducted 
in major rice farming areas in the Philippines, it was found that 
66 per cent of the farming households have owned and used 
mobile phones mainly for texting (Malasa, Velayo, & Francisco 
2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Use of SMS in rice farming 
One of the first applications of SMS in the country was tested 
on rice through the Farmers’ Text Center, which is one of the 
project components of the Open Academy for Philippine 
Agriculture (OpAPA) Program (PhilRice 2009). From 11 
SMS/text messages during its launch in 2006, the Farmers’ 
Text Center has subsequently attended to more than 100,000 
SMS queries (Pascua et al. 2010). Based on the information in 
the phonebook list of Farmers’ Text Center software, the 
Centre clients predominantly come from the major rice-
growing areas across the country and are mostly composed of 
farmers, followed by extension workers, professionals, 
students, and researchers (ibid). The use of Farmers’ Text 
Center for farming particularly appears to be significant in the 
production of timely, appropriate solutions to farm issues 
across the cropping season. Moreover, based on the FTC 
experience SMS was found to be highly optimised in the 
following cropping aspects: varietal identification and seed 
access, pest and disease management, and nutrient 
management. The Center provides these farm supports in the 
form of farm advisories, technology updates, market 
information, how-to’s, and other farm insights. These pieces of 
information are made available to farmers and other clients in 
a real time setting. A farmer invariably gets the information he 
needs for his farm within five minutes. (ibid) Moreover, a study 
conducted by Antonio (2011) shows that the use of SMS 
particularly the availability of the Farmers’ Text Centre service 
could give farmers an additional income of up to PhP39,730. 
Surveying 100 Farmers’ Text Centre active users listed on the 
Centre's phonebook, Antonio found out that the economic 
benefit of the use of SMS is derived from the savings on 
knowledge search & transaction cost, increase in input 
productivity due to the application of knowledge accessed via 
the Farmers’ Text Centre, and higher income due to 
accessibility to better markets. The report shows that among 
these economic factors identified the savings from transaction 
cost has the biggest contribution to the total economic benefit 
of the use of SMS with 55% share, followed by input 
productivity with 29% share, savings from knowledge search 
cost (12%), and lastly increase in selling price of rice (4%). 
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2 Research objectives 
This paper demonstrates how SMS facilitates production of 
solutions to farm issues or how agricultural knowledge is 
produced in SMSing. It is interested in understanding how 
farmers communicate with agricultural specialists via SMS. It 
particularly addresses the following questions: What are the 
languages used and the rules that govern their discussion? Do 
they observe the same set of rules as in face-to-face 
communication and in other mainstream extension channels? 
Moreover, this paper also aims to shed light on the issue of 
power relations in knowledge production in SMS exchanges. 
Whose voice is privileged in SMSing? Do farmers accept all 
SMS advice by the agricultural specialist? Moreover, this 
paper attempts to see the value of SMS in agricultural 
extension and communication. Lastly, it outlines some 
recommendations on how to optimize the potentials of SMS in 
agricultural extension.  
 

3 Theoretical framework 
This paper builds on the assumption that that the SMS 
technology is not just a tool but a social construction. Social 
constructivism is a paradigm of understanding human 
knowledge. Constructivists believe that knowledge is 
dynamically created based on human action and is highly 
dependent on the situation and people involved (ibid). Humans 
act and define their everyday life according to their needs, 
intentions, and worldviews about life and world they live in. 
Power is something that is performed as a form of ‘strategy’ 
(Foucault as cited by Mills 203, p.35) in the realization and 
accomplishment of human will and intentions. It is not a 
‘possession’ held by certain authorities to control others (ibid). 
According to Foucault, ‘individuals are the vehicles of power, 
not its points of application’ (ibid). Foucault adds that ‘power is 
a major force in all relations within the society that is 
constantly performed rather than being achieved’ (ibid). The 
Farmer’s Text Centre is an example of a place where relations 
of power are continuously executed and negotiated. The 
farmers and agricultural specialists involved in SMS 
exchanges are ‘not passive dupes but they are active agents’ 
(p.34). They both have the capacity to perform and constitute 
the SMS interaction. In other words, they are both accountable 
for whatever that turns up in the SMS conversation. 
Furthermore, a power relation does not operate in a vacuum. It 
occurs in certain constraints, rules, and conditions of 
possibility, which we call in this paper as ‘discursive 
conditions’. By discourse, we are not simply referring to a form 
of interaction, per se, nor as a human representation of 
something signified through language. Adopting Foucault’s 
definition, we mean discourse here as a set of conditions that 
enables and constrains the production of social knowledge 
(McHoul & Grace 1993); it is a system that structures the way 
we view and define reality, or where meanings reside (Mills 
2003 & Saludadez 2004). Moreover, discourse is viewed in 
this study as a ‘social practice’ rather than merely as a ‘form, 
meaning, or mental process’ (van Dijk 1997 as cited by 
Colombo 2004). Following this meaning of discourse, we 
assume in this study that every SMS encounter in the 
Farmers’ Text Centre is a discursive action where farmers and 
the agricultural specialist communicate, negotiate, and create 
solutions to the farm issues discussed. According to Long and 
Long (1992 as cited by Scoones & Thompson 1994), ‘it is on 
this battlefield of knowledge through the dynamic process of 
contestation and assimilation that innovation and knowledge 

creation operate’ (p.25). 
 

3.1 Research data and methods 

Text messages registered in the Farmers’ Text Center 
database in 2010 covering one cropping season were 
discourse analyzed. This discourse analysis employed an 
interpretive qualitative method. Interpretive qualitative 
research is a research tradition interested in the ‘construction 
of contextual or local knowledge rather than universal laws or 
rules’ as in postpositivist research (Willis 2007, pp. 99). In 
other words, it aims to elicit not truth but situated or contextual 
(hermeneutic) understandings (p. 188). Methodologically, it 
consists of the process of induction, iteration, reflection (or 
what Grounded Theory calls abductive reasoning), 
thematization (or theorizing in Grounded Theory), and 
collaboration. Generally, it refers to the process of making 
sense of the data not in terms of looking at categories or 
themes in the sense of regularities and commonalities as in 
postpositivist research but of essence (Tesch 1990). Grounded 
Theory was particularly applied in this project. Grounded 
Theory is a type of interpretive research that lends itself well in 
theorizing based on ground data. Since SMS is a new, 
emerging discourse in agricultural development, Grounded 
Theory allows the explication of theoretical accounts that 
explain its existence (Charmaz 2008, p.157). As mentioned 
earlier, the Farmers’ Text Centre is one of the first SMS 
applications in agriculture in the Philippines implemented to 
hasten the delivery of information services to the farmers and 
other stakeholders through texting. With the use of Grounded 
Theory, this study provides an abductive analysis of how the 
Farmers’ Text Centre being a pilot project of the SMS 
application in agriculture in the Philippines has transpired and 
become integral within the agricultural system it operates. A 
series of reflective or abductive activities was carried out 
during the text analysis. This process of abduction allows for 
intuitive interpretations of empirical data (p.157). It was done 
through mental sketching, or ‘reflective journaling’ (Willis, 
2007; p.221), or idea mapping. In Grounded Theory, this 
activity is called theoretical sampling, which is defined by 
Charmaz (2008) as ‘a method of sampling data for the 
development of theoretical categories’. Generally, the data 
analysis was carried out guided by the following three major 
steps of Grounded Theory: 
 

First is the Open Coding, which aims to analyze data 
in detail by comparing single descriptions for both 
differences and similarities. Descriptions that are 
considered to be similar in nature and/or meaning are 
grouped under the same concept (Strauss & Corbin 
1988). Second is the Axial Coding. In here, 
categories are related to subcategories thereby 
reassembling the data that were fractured during 
Open Coding. However, Open and Axial Codings are 
not necessarily sequential. Indeed, during Open 
Coding, the structure of relationships between 
categories begins to emerge when coding 
descriptions into categories (Strauss 1987; Strauss & 
Corbin 1988). The emerging relationships between 
categories allow distinctions to be drawn between 
main categories and their subcategories. 
Subcategories describe properties and dimensions of 
the phenomena represented by the main categories. 
Third is Selective Coding, where the major categories 
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are refined and integrated to form a more abstract 
theoretical scheme or theory (Strauss & Corbin 
1998).’ (Oliver & Lunt, 2002:p. 248) 

 
Data analysis was stopped once theoretical saturation was 
arrived. Theoretical saturation, according to Charmaz (2008, 
p.168), refers to the degree of analysis where cohesion for the 
emergent analysis was reached. To bring the emergent 
analysis into the level of abstraction, it was then situated into 
the existing theoretical realms. Review of relevant literature 
was conducted. A part of this paper is dedicated to highlight 
the interplay between the local knowledge (the emergent 
analysis of this study) and the mainstream discourse of SMS 
technology in relation to agricultural extension. Borrowed from 
the theory of semiotics, this ‘intertextual’ reading between the 
empirical and the theoretical was intended to see the value of 
the emergent analysis by fitting it into the broader body of 
knowledge. Moreover, some qualitative scholars would do this 
theoretical cross-checking as a means to increase the 
plausibility of the interpretations. Here, the literature was not 
utilized as a yardstick but as an equally important body of data 
to strengthen the knowledge claim.  
 

4 Texting as a discursive approach in the 
production of agricultural Solutions: the results 
 

4.1 Texting as site of knowledge production 
The series of text messages sent back and forth by farmers 
and agricultural specialist in the Farmers’ Text Centre 
suggests a dynamic process of negotiation characterized by 
the interplay of human agency, power, and knowledge, rather 
than passive information sharing. SMSing as an act of 
negotiation is reflected in the following sample SMS 
exchanges in the form of either querying (Text 1), consulting 
(Text 2), confirming (Text 3), coaching (Text 4), or enlightening 
(Text 5). These five forms of negotiation identified are not mere 
instances of technology transfer. They are discursive 
approaches used by the farmers for the production of 
knowledge in SMSing. Discourse is a site where production of 
meanings resides. A display of power interplay is 
demonstrated in the data texts whereby farmers did not simply 
passively acquire knowledge from the Farmers’ Text Centre, 
nor did the Centre offer ready-made recommendations. As 
evidenced by the dynamic exchanges of text messages, the 
farmers and the attending FTC staff engaged in an active, 
productive encounter.  
 
Querying as a discursive approach. In Text 1, for instance, 
the farmer puts forth his knowledge of a particular rice variety, 
which set the discursive tone of the interaction. The Farmers’ 
Text Center through its attending agricultural specialist 
responded to his query. The specialist’s advice however, while 
influenced by his scientific knowledge, is produced only by 
intersecting with the knowledge requirements provided by the 
farmer. On the farmer’s query about what is a good variety to 
grow in the next cropping season, the specialist offered rather 
generic yet useful information that would help the farmers to 
make a decision for themselves. The specialist said ‘if it’s for 
the dry season and if irrigation is available all varieties are ok’. 
Although in the end of his statement he recommended a 
variety in lieu of the one identified by the farmer, which was 

out of stock, it was loosely stated as evidenced by the word 
‘try’, suggesting the final decision is left up to the farmer.  
 
Consulting as a discursive approach. The same dynamics 
transpires in the data texts on consulting. The text messages 
sent by farmers to the Farmers’ Text Centre are not blank 
slates devoid of knowledge. According to Malasa et al. (2009), 
most of the farmer-clients of Farmers’ Text Centre have been 
in farming for more than 20 years. They have a vast amount of 
knowledge of farming acquired either from their forefathers, or 
from themselves through long years of experience, or from 
their fellow farmers, or from the agricultural extension 
specialist assigned to their locality. To illustrate this claim, in 
the farmer’s text message in Text 2, the farmer knew of the 
possible threat that the ‘stemborer’ might cause on his farm. 
He used consulting as a discursive approach to gain some 
knowledge resources that he can use to arrive at solutions to 
prevent the possible damage that the pest might create to his 
crop. The Farmers’ Text Centre specialist responded 
accordingly based on the discursive requirements. In his reply, 
probing (as a mechanism to allow the production of a well-
grounded, relevant solution to the issue) was deliberately 
used. The exchange of knowledge resources by the two 
allowed the formation of knowledge in the form of assurance 
on the part of the farmer that the problem was not serious yet.  
 
Confirming as a discursive approach. Moreover, in Text 3, 
the farmer used ‘confirming’ as a tool to see agreement of 
ideas in the light of his interaction with the Farmers’ Text 
Centre. In his message, the farmer was confused by the 
contrasting information about the maturity of a particular rice 
variety. His experience didn’t agree with the information 
provided by Philippine Seed Board. The resulting knowledge in 
that SMSing was important to the farmer as it would tell him 
whether to grow the variety or not.   
 
Coaching as a discursive approach. Another discursive 
approach used in the Farmers’ Text Centre was coaching (Text 
4). Unlike the other approaches where the object of knowledge 
is unknown, in this instance it is known. In the text, the farmer 
was trying out a technology called ‘Observation Well’ (a water 
management tool) on his farm with the real-time guidance of a 
specialist from far away. Coaching through SMSing allows the 
farmer to see and have a feel of the actual functions and 
meaning of the technology.  
 
Enlightening as discursive approach. Lastly, topics 
discussed in Text 5 are emergent issues about which farmers 
wanted to be enlightened. The emergent farm issues here play 
a crucial role in the enactment of SMSing and eventually 
production of knowledge. The farmer learnt something based 
on his experience on the farm (practical knowledge) and by 
articulating this with the Farmers’ Text Centre (discursive 
knowledge). 
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Text 1. A text message that demonstrates querying as a discursive approach 
 

Texter 
Time 

received 
Message Reply 

Ronie 

Samoy 

(Region 1 - 

Ilocos Norte)  

9/09/2010;  

6:15pm 

Ok naman palay namin.ano ba 

maganda variety ng palay 

pang 2nd crop.meron po ba 

kayo RC 20?  

 

[Our rice plant is growing 

pretty well. What’s a good 

variety to grow for the second 

cropping season? Do you 

have Rc20?] 

gud am po.sir Ronie sa dry season po basta maganda ang irrigation 

nyo ay almost all varieties are ok to use,kailangan lamang po nating 

malaman kung adaptable ba sa ating area yung variety na gagamitin 

natin..try nyo pong mag hybrid sir.sir wala pong available na rc20 

dito sa Philrice nueva ecija as of 9/10/2010 8:05:00 AM  

 

[Good morning, Sir Ronie. For the dry cropping season, all varieties 

should be fine to use in as long as your farm is irrigated. You just 

have to make sure that the variety is suitable to your location. Give 

hybrid rice a try. Sir, we don’t have Rc20 available in PhilRice Nueva 

Ecija at the moment.] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 
 

Text 2. A text message that demonstrates consulting as a discursive approach 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

 

Jeff Pablo (Region-3; 

Nueva Ecija) 

 

01/12/2010; 

3:04pm 

 

1/2Gd p.m sir meron po white 

stemborer sa punla nmin ano pwede 

ispray t.y 

 

[1/2 Good pm, Sir. I observed some 

white stemborers on my farm. Any 

recommendation how to control them? 

Thank you.] 

 

 

Ano po variety nyo at ilang araw na palay mula 

pgkatanim ng butil? Anong sira ginagawa ng stemborer 

sa palay nyo ngaun? Ilang percent tinamaan? 

 

[What variety did you plant on your farm and how many 

days was it already since planting? What kind of 

damage did it cause? What percent of your crop is 

infested?] 

 

01/12/2010; 

3:30 pm 

2/2Arize tej 9 days p po punla wala pa 

visible n sira Makita ngaalala lang 

kami. Ty 

 

[2/2 I planted Arize tej (Rc10). It has 

been 9 days already since planting. 

There’s no visible damage though. We 

are just worried about the presence of 

the stemborer on our farm. Thanks] 

Gude eve po. Tungkol pos a stemborer, mas mainam 

po ang handpicking ng mga itlog ng stemborer sa 

seedbed pa lang. I-monitor ang mga punla, tingnan 

kung may mga itlog, tanggalin ang mga itlog at pisain. 

Di po mamamatay ang mga itlog sa spray kasi may 

protective covering po ito. Tnx po  

 

[Good evening. To control stemborers, handpick any 

eggs you see even during seedbed. Monitor your 

growing rice plants. Get rid of any eggs you see by 

crushing them. You cannot kill the eggs by spraying 

pesticide as they have protective covering. Thank you] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 
 

Text 3. A text message that demonstrates confirming as a discursive approach 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Glenn  Nicolo Miguel 

(Region 2 – Cagayan) 

1/12/2010; 

6:17pm 

1/2 Bakit po ung psb rc 96 itinanim naming 

nung june umabot lang po ng 104 days balak 

po naming itanim uli kya lang nakita sa talaan 

ng phil. Seed board na 136  

 

[1/2 Why is it that the PSB Rc96 (a kind of 

rice variety) that we grew last June only 

matured for 104 days, as opposed to the 136 

maturity days information that we saw on the 

list of varieties of the Philippine Seedboard. 

We intend to use it again for the next 

cropping season. Will it really take that long if 

we plant it in December?] 

Gud eve po. 136 days nga po ang rc96. 

Yun ang maturity days na registered sa 

Philippine seed board. Kung nakatanim 

nap o ang karamihan sa inyong lugar, 

baka mahuli nap o tlga kayo kasi late 

maturing poi to eh. Tnx po. Godbless! 

 

[Good evening. Yes PSB Rc96 has 136 

maturity days as registered in the 

Philippine Seedboard. I’m afraid you will 

be late to harvest as this variety is late 

maturing and especially if most of the 

farmers in your area had planted earlier. 
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 Thanks and Godbless (Note: this reply 

denotes some warning to the farmer of the 

possible consequence of late harvesting, 

such as pest attack being the only one left 

in the open field]    

 

2/2 days  cya di kya tumagal po cya kung 

itatanim naming ng December? 

 

Note: See above for the consolidated English 

translation 

 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 4. A text message that demonstrates coaching as a discursive approach 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

 

Romly Gamboa 

(Region 3 – Tarlac) 

 

2/12/2010; 

13:26 

Kung malaki n bung palay dun lang b ilalagay ung 

well? Ilang days ng palay kaya bago ilagay ung at 

para malaman ung pag start ng patubg 

 

[Are we going to put the ‘observation well’ (a water 

management technique) only when the plant is 

grown up? How old should the plants be before we 

place the ‘observation well? So, we also know when 

to start irrigating]  

Gudpm mga early tillering po pd na 

maglagay ng observation well or 1 week 

after mag-aapply ng herbicides 

 

[Good pm. Place the ‘observation well’ in 

your paddy when the your plant is at early 

tillering or one week after you apply 

herbicides.] 

2/12/2010; 

14:04 

Sir pag naubos n bung water sa well magpaptUbig 

pa rin b? 

 

[Sir, are we going to irrigate only when the 

‘observation well’ has run out of water] 

Ok po. Kapag wala nap o kayong mkitang 

tubig sa loob ng inyong observation well, it 

means kailangan nyo na pong mag patubig. 

 

[Yes. If you see that the ‘observation well’ 

has already been drained of water it means 

you need to start irrigating.]  

2/12/2010; 

14:09 

so ung water ng wel hangGng kelan mag eEnd para 

hnd mag irrigate wt stage ng palay? 

 

[How long does the water in the ‘observation well’ 

last? And when do we end irrigating? At what stage 

of the crop?] 

Ang huling pagpapatubig ay isang lingo 

bago umani sa galas na lupa at dalawang 

lingo bago umani sa lagkiting lupa. Ty po 

 

[Stop irrigating one week before harvest for 

sandy soil, and two weeks before harvest 

for the clay soil. Thanks]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 5. A text message that demonstrates enlightening as a discursive approach 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

 

Region-2, Isabela (09167547954) 

 

 

3/12/2010; 11:10 

 

Gud am ask ko lng po if madaling 

malagas ang butil ngaung tag araw 

ang nsic rc 222? Salamat 

 

[Good am. I just want to ask if the 

crop grains especially those of NSIC 

Rc222 easily shatter during dry 

(sunny) season?]  

Gud po, pagsobra napo ang pagkahinog 

madali pong maglagas dapat anihin po sa 

tamang panahon 80-85% nap o ang hinog 

na. 

 

[Good pm. Shattering of standing crop 

grains only occur when they are over-ripe. 

Make sure to harvest them at the right time, 

that is, when 80-85% of the crop grains are 

already ripe.]   

Rwshyl Laruda (Region 8 – Leyte) 
10/12/2010; 

11:35am 

Panu b ung tungro nagccmula? 

 

[How does tungro (disease) begin?]   

Sintomas ng tungro: pgkabansot at 

paninilaw o pagkukulay dalandan ng mgs 

dahon ng halaman. paninilaw ay 

nagsisumula sa dulo ng dahon at maaaring 

umabot hanggang sa blade ng palay. Ang 

tungro virus ay kinakalat ng GLH. 
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[Symptoms when your crop is infected by 

the rice tungro disease: Stunting and 

discoloration of plant leaves. The leaves 

usually turn into greenish yellowish brown 

or orange or reddish brown. The 

discoloration starts at the tip of the leaf and 

extends to the lower part of the leaf blade.]  

R2 Nueva Vizcaya - Ulysis Insulia 
2/08/2010  

9:10am 

Gud am po!t tanong ko lang po kung 

bakit may mga puti na butil ng palay 

sa panahon ng flowering stage? Tnx. 

 

[Good am. Why is it that rice plants 

have white grains during flowering 

stage? Thanks]  

gud am po.yung kulay white na butil ay ito 

po yung covering ng flowers..ito din po ang 

nagiging butil na palay. 

 

[Good am. The white grains that you saw 

are the cover of the flowers, which 

eventually will become the rice grains.]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

4.2 Agricultural knowledge as a discursive 
accomplishment   
The clients of Farmers’ Text Centre, as mentioned earlier, 

come from the different places with different socio-cultural 

backgrounds and different worldviews, not to mention different 

needs.  From this account, it can be inferred that every 

encounter in SMSing involves a unique set of social, cultural, 

and agroecological issues addressed by the participants. 

Therefore, the meaning of agricultural knowledge resides and 

evolves within the contexts and conditions of the SMS 

interaction. In other words, knowledge produced in SMSing is 

no singular, fixed and standard, but rather multiple, contingent, 

and situated.  

 

Agricultural knowledge is not singular and fixed, but 

multiple and fluid. This claim is elicited from the text 

messages on rice varieties. The topic on varieties was the 

most popular text message that the Farmers’ Text Centre 

received across the year. SMS discussion on this topic ranges 

from varietal identification, seed access, to information on the 

varietal agronomic traits (Text 6). For the types of rice 

varieties, for instance, there are now more than 100 with 

different agronomic characteristics (PhilRice 2009). Agronomic 

characteristics of rice varieties most often discussed in the 

Farmers’ Text Centre are categorized according to yield 

potential, pest resistance, maturity, location/ecosystems, and 

eating quality. With regard to seed access, there are a number 

of seed growers and distributors across the country. 

Knowledge derived from SMSing may it be on varietal 

identification, seed access, or varietal agronomic traits varies 

depending on the discursive requirements. In Text 6, for 

instance, the farmers were asking the Farmers’ Text Centre for 

a variety to grow suitable for their respective areas. The 

varieties identified in one SMS interaction, however, were 

different from the ones produced in other interactions. The first 

text message, for instance, had arrived at identifying crop 

varieties fit for saline-prone areas, while the other suggested 

varieties suitable for wetlands.  

 

Text 6. Text message on varietal identification 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Jerry Rose Catubay 

(Regio 6 – Negros 

Occidental) 

4/12/2010; 

8:58am 

Anu po ang angkop na rice seeds sa 

palayan na pinapasokan ng tubig dagat? 

 

 

[What are the suitable varieties for saline-

prone areas?] 

gud am po.Sorry for the late reply.ang mga 

sumusunod po ay ang mga varieties na para 

sa mga lugar na pinapasukan ng tubig 

alat.PSB Rc48 (HAGONOY) PSB Rc50 

(BICOL) PSB Rc84 (SIPOCOT) PSB Rc86 

(MATNOG) PSB Rc88 (NAGA) PSB Rc90 

(BUGUEY) NSIC Rc106 (SUMILAO) NSIC 

Rc108 (ANAHAWAN) NSIC Rc182 1) NSIC 

Rc184 (SALINAS 2) NSIC Rc186 (SALINAS 3) 

NSIC Rc188 (SALINAS 4) NSIC Rc190 

(SALINAS 5) 

[Good am. Sorry for the late reply. Here are the 

varieties suitable for saline-prone areas: PSB 

Rc48 (HAGONOY) PSB Rc50 (BICOL) PSB 

Rc84 (SIPOCOT) PSB Rc86 (MATNOG) PSB 

Rc88 (NAGA) PSB Rc90 (BUGUEY) NSIC 

Rc106 (SUMILAO) NSIC Rc108 (ANAHAWAN) 

NSIC Rc182 1) NSIC Rc184 (SALINAS 2) 

NSIC Rc186 (SALINAS 3) NSIC Rc188 

(SALINAS 4) NSIC Rc190 (SALINAS 5)] 

Darwin Dulatre (Regio 5/08/2010;  Wt variety po ng rice ung suitable sa gud am. ang ibig mo pong sabihin sa wetland 
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3 -  Nueva Ecija)  8:41am wetland 

 

 

[What variety suitable for the wetland?] 

ay irrigated rice field? marami tayong varieties 

for irrigated like Rc158, 160, 172, 212, 214, 

216, 222, 220, 218 

 

[Good am. What do you mean by wetland? Is 

that Irrigated rice field? If so, here are the 

varieties for the irrigated farms: PSB Rc158, 

Rc160, Rc172, Rc212, Rc214, Rc216, Rc222, 

Rc220, and Rc218] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Agricultural knowledge as contingent. Another 

characteristic of agricultural knowledge is exemplified in Text 

7.  In the text, the farmers were consulting with the Farmers’ 

Text Centre about the emerging symptoms manifesting on 

their standing crop. As implied in the text, they didn’t seem to 

expect the incidence. According to Scoones & John (1994), a 

farming community is ‘a complex, risk-prone environment’ 

(p.21). The complexity of farming, however, is not only driven 

by agronomic but also by economic, political, and 

environmental factors. The farmer in Text 8, for instance, 

despite the fact that he already knows that repetition of seed 

use is not advisable as it can cause crop vulnerability to pest 

infestation may still re-use the seed for economic reasons. 

Moreover, as substantiated in Text 9, the kind of technology or 

farming practice that farmers adopt is influenced by the 

government’s programs. In the text, the farmers were asking 

about the hybrid rice technology (a), its seedbed preparation 

(b), its economic benefit (c), and seed access (d). This hybrid 

rice – which is a new, scientifically bred rice variety with high-

yielding potential over inbred/ordinary varieties – was made 

known to the farmers across the country as part of the 

National Food Self-sufficiency Program of the Department of 

Agriculture (Malabanan 2006). Finally, the environmental 

condition is another knowledge shaping factor identified (Text 

10). In Text 10a, for instance, the farmer was asking about 

what to grow or how to maximise his farm with no 

water/irrigation available. Text 10b, on the other hand, was 

talking about a farmer asking for weather updates seemingly 

anxious as his crop was already at the critical stage 

(vegetative). If you look at the date of the text message, it 

transpired during the wet season in the Philippines where 

natural calamities like typhoons usually hit the country. The 

last environmental issue that the farmer raised in SMSing was 

whether it was correct to apply fungicide on a rainy day (Text 

10d).

 

Text 7. Agricultural knowledge as contingent (agronomic) 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

 

Romeo Cadahin 

(Region 4b – 

Occidental Mindoro) 

13/12/2010; 

13:24pm 

Kxe pu my tmutUbong azolla 

sa playan naming. Beneficial 

bA eun sir/mam? 

 

[There is an azolla growing on 

our farm. Is this beneficial?] 

Gud pm. Ayun pos a aming expert ang Azola ay 

magandang source ng Nitrogen...kaya beneficial 

292ap o292. Siguraduhin nga lang po nating 

azolla 292ap o292 sir. 

 

[Good pm. According to our expert, Azolla is a 

good source of nitrogen. Hence it is beneficial.] 

Benjamin Abrea 

(Region 4b – 

Palawan) 

12/11/2010; 

1:20pm 

Gud am, may problema po 

ung palay nmumula and 

dhon? Ano po ang dahilan. 

 

[Good am. Our rice plant is 

exhibiting some leaf 

discoloration. The leaves 

become reddish. What could 

be the cause of this?] 

 

Gud am po Sir Benjamin sorry for the late reply. 

Ano po ang variety po ninyo? Ang pamumula po 

ba ay pulo pulo o malawakan po. Babad po bas 

a tubig ang inyong palayan? Pandak po ba ang 

laki ng palay na namumula kumpara pos a hindi 

po namumula? 

 

[Good am, Sir Benjamin. Sorry for the late reply. 

What variety did you plant? Is the discoloration in 

patches or widespread? Is your rice paddy 

submerged? Does the discolorated rice plants 

have stunted growth compared to the 

unaffected?] 

Teofisto A. Trapal 

(Region 4b  - 

Oriental Mindoro)  

4/07/2010;  

4:47pm 

May tanong lang po ako ang 

punla ko 10 days plang ngaun 

prang n22yo po ung dulo ng 

dahun ng palay angelica po 

ung bnhi ko 

 

[My question is that my 

halos lahat po 292ap o halaman nio? Nagpataba 

292ap o kayo? If yes, ilang sako at ano inilagay 

nio po? Sapat ba ang patubig o sobra o kulang. 

Ilang araw 292ap o ito? 

 

 

[Are all your seedlings affected? Did you apply 
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seedlings are now 10 days 

old but I observed that the 

leaves are drying especially at 

the tip part. I planted 

‘Angelica’ variety.] 

fertilizer? If yes, how many sacks of fertilizers did 

you apply? Did you have enough irrigation on 

your paddy? How many days have you been 

observing it already?]  

4/07/2010;  

4:52:00pm 

Hnde naman lahat ngaun lng 

ako nagpataba ten days 

n.ang abuno ko 21-0-0-

24S.Spat naman p2big nya 

 

[Not all seedlings have dried 

leaves. I only applied fertilizer 

for 10 days ago. I used 21-0-

0-24S. Irrigation is adequate. 

Ok. Thanks Godbless] 

hindi naman po tungro? i-observe po muna 

natin. sana right amount lang ang nailagay niong 

fertilizer kasi kung sakit yan bad if maraming 

pataba ang nailagay 

4/07/2010  

5:22:00pm 
ok slamt.GOD BLSS  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 8. Agricultural knowledge as contingent (economic) 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

 

Isagani Combis (Region 

3 – Aurora) 

1/12/2010; 4:18am 

pwd po b iulit ung rc14 ngaun.ung 

naani ko ngaun.wl kc pambili certfied 

binhi knti lng naani. 

 

[Can I plant PSB Rc14 again this 

time? I don’t have enough money to 

buy certified seeds as I didn’t earn 

much last cropping season.] 

maaari nman po xang gamitin ninyo 

ulit kung wla po tlaga kayong pambili. 

 

[Yes you can use it if you don’t really 

have the means to buy new seeds.]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 9. Agricultural knowledge as contingent (political) 

 

 Texter Time received Message Reply 

9a 
R6 Negros Occidental - 

Jonel 

16/09/2010;  

1:57pm 

Anu po b yng hybrid n snasbi 

sir? 

[What is that rice called 

hybrid?] 

A hybrid rice variety, also referred to 

as the F1, is the product of crossing 

two rice plants with superior qualities. 

9b 
Richard dela cruz 

(Region 3 – Bulacan)  

20/12/2010; 

11:57am 

Puede itxt nyo ang tamang 

pagpupunla ng hybrid rice. 

 

[Can you text me the ways to 

grow hybrid rice?] 

gud pm po.sir timing po ba ng fertilizer 

application ang inyong 

tinatanong?ang first application po ay 

10-14 days pag katanim ang susunod 

po ay sa mid t... 

 

[Good pm. Sir are you asking for the 

right time of fertilizer application? The 

first application is 10-14 days after 

planting, and then next application is 

in the mid …] 

9c 
R11 Compostella Valley 

- Dennis Ybañez 

1/08/2010  

9:32:00 AM 

Gud mrning, ask lng po ako 

tungkol s hybrid rice... An0 

po ba tlga ang economic 

imp0rtance when gr0wing 

hybrid. 

 

[Good morning. What is the 

economic importance of 

growing hybrid rice?] 

 

gud am po.sorry for the late reply. 

Hybrid rice is one of the key 

technologies that can make the 

country self-sufficient in rice.A 

minimum yield increaseof one mt/ha 

through hybrid rice cultivation in the 

800,000 ha irrigated rice area in the 

country can result in an additional rice 

production of 1.6 mtof palay (960,000 

mt milled rice), easily making the 
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country self-sufficient in rice.have a 

nice day 

9d 
Abraham Genova 

(Region 4b – Palawan)  

8/08/2010;  

9:23am 

Saan makakabili ng hybrid 

na binhi at magkano ang 

halaga bawat kilo. 

 

[Where can we buy seeds of 

hybrid rice and how much 

per kilogram?] 

sir gud am po.maarin po kayong mag 

inquire sa mga seed growers po dyan 

sa inyong luagr sir.usually po ay may 

available din po sa municipal agri 

office.tyvm 

 

[Sir good am. You can ask the seed 

growers, or better yet the Municipal 

Agriculturist Office in your area about 

the hybrid rice seeds. Thanks very 

much]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 10. Agricultural knowledge as contingent (environmental) 

 

 Texter Time received Message Reply 

10a 
Silna Noriel (Region 5 – 

Sorsogon) 
1/09/2010;  8:19pm 

Anu p0,b ang dpat gawin s palayan n 

hndi ntamnan ngaun,dhl s wlang 2bg 

anu po b ang mainam na 

pansmantalang pnanim s playan? 

 

[What to do with my ricefield? I can’t 

grow rice at the moment for lack of 

irrigation. Any recommendation what 

to grow just to make use of the land?] 

Gud am po. pwede po kayong 

magtanim ng munggo as alternate 

crop habang wala pang tubig sa 

palayan ninyo. ty po 

 

[Good am. You can grow mung bean 

as an alternate crop while there’s no 

irrigation on your farm. Thanks]  

10b 
Marciano Ramil Jr. 

(Region 2 – Isabela)  
3/09/2010;  9:05am 

Gud am po. Pwede po bng mgpa-

update ng weather condition. Nsa 

fl”wering stage n po palay nmin. 

Thanks po 

 

[Good am. Can you update us of the 

latest weather condition? Our rice 

plant is at the flowering stage now. 

Thanks] 

Ang Luzon at Kabisayaan ay 

makakaranas ng mga pag-ulan dulot 

ng habagat samantalang ang 

Mindanao ay magkakaroon ng 

madalas na maulap na kalangitan na 

may kalat-kalat na pag-ulan at 

pagkulog-pagkidlat.tenks po.gud am 

 

[The Luzon and the Visayas regions 

would experience rain due to 

southwest moonson while Mindanao 

would experience mostly cloudy 

skies and moderate rain and 

thunderstorms. Thanks] 

10c 
Pedro Corado (Region 

8 - Eastern Samar) 
9/09/2010;  9:53am 

Gud morning dn po..unfortunately 

hindi kami naka pag tanim ng palay 

dahil sa el nino..dependent kc kami sa 

ulan 

 

[Good morning, too. Unfortunately, we 

weren’t able to grow rice due to El 

Nino. Our farm is dependent on rain 

for source of water.]   

gud am po.sorry to hear that 

sir..anyway kung may katanungan 

po sila about rice production text 

lang po kayo sa amin..have a nice 

day po. 

 

[Good am. Sorry to hear that, Sir. 

Anyway, if you have queries on rice 

production, just text us. Have a nice 

day.]  

10d 
Sherwin A. Duldulao 

(Region 1 Ilocos Norte)  
9/09/2010;  11:00am 

Gud am.pwede po bang mag apply ng 

fungicide kahit umuulan? 

 

[Good am. Can we apply fungicide 

even if its raining?] 

gud am po.wag po kayong mag 

aapply ng kahit ano kapag 

umuulan..ma wawash away lang po 

ito.sayang lang po 

 

[Good am. Don’t apply anything if it’s 

raining. It will only be washed away. 

Worse, it will go to waste.] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 
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Agricultural knowledge as situated. This simply suggests 

that the meaning of agricultural knowledge is determined in 

reference to the situation where it is being produced. The 

situational condition in SMSing, however, is different from the 

conventional sites of knowledge production (that is, a farm for 

farmers and a laboratory for scientists). SMSing is 

characterized by a complex, dynamic relationship of time and 

space, as opposed to the conventional mode where ‘space 

and time are linked together’ (Giddens 1991) and observes 

common norms and pattern of events.  Take a look at Text 11. 

A random texter was asking for a solution for the drying of the 

plant part, which he labelled ‘tulod’.  The specialist did not 

know what ‘tulod’ was, which apparently is a vernacular term 

used in a particular region.  Although he tried giving some 

generic, probable advice, the specialist was not sure about it 

as he/she couldn’t zero in on the specific issue and context of 

problem. Hence, he/she probed to elicit more background 

information, including the whereabouts of the text sender. 

People interacting in SMSing have different socio-cultural 

settings. In the text, the specialist does not have the feel and 

look of the actual situation of the farmer, and vice versa. Also 

observed in the data is that the farmer and the specialist had 

different timetables. Their text messages were sent at different 

times. As indicated in the data, the time difference was 13 

hours, 54 minutes. Knowledge in SMSing is a product of 

temporally and spatially differentiated interaction. It is 

produced depending on the way participants interact and 

address this highly complex discursive condition. Some 

interactions in SMSing occur in real-time with only insignificant 

time differences, and are very active and productive in that 

they result in quick resolutions to farm issues raised by the 

farmer. The success parameter was typified through the 

exchanges of ‘thank-you and welcome’ messages. Others are 

a bit slow and time-consuming either caused by the complexity 

of the topic discussed (Text 12), or different timetables, or 

technological glitches (Text 13). Worse, some interactions 

naturally end up without parting words and resolutions (Text 

14). 

 

Text 11. Text message that discuss socially and culturally differentiated topic (spatial issue) 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

09173733219 
1/12/2010; 

5:38pm 

gud pm,po! Ano po ung 

magandang gamut sa palay n 

natutuyo ung tulod? 

 

[Good pm. What’s the best 

control for ‘tulod’?] 

Gud am. Ano and tulod? Baka kulang and rice nio tubig? O 

sobra sa tubig? Anong variety at anong edad? Taga saang 

province po kayo? Ty 

 

[Good am. What’s tulod? Perhaps your paddy doesnt have 

enough water, or otherwise? What variety did you grow and 

how old is it now? Which province/region are you from? 

Thank you] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 12. SMSing that is constrained by the complexity of the topic discussed 

 

Texter 
Time 

received 
Message Reply 

Ogie Gamboa (Regio 

3 – Bulacan)  

8/08/2010;  

9:31am 

Gud am po, ano po b gamot 

ang mainam s natu2yo dahon 

pti suwi apektdo? 

 

[Good am. How to address 

drying of rice plants’ leaves. 

Even their tillers are affected. ] 

sir Ogie madami pong dahilan kung bakit natutuyo ang ating 

palay.kaialangan po muna nating malaman kung anong 

dahilan nito.madali po bang mabunot ang puno?paisa isa 

lang po ba ao buong bukid ay apektado? paki tignan po 

kung may uod sa loob ng stem. sir medyo nangingitim po 

ba yung base at may amoy?meron po bang camera ang 

inyong cellphone.papapicturan po sana namin para 

maipadala nyo sa 09064570810 para po makita naman ang 

talagang sitwasyon. 

 

[Sir Ogie, there are many causes of leaf drying. Hence, we 

have to first know the cause of it. Is the rice plant easy to 

pull out from the ground? Is leaf drying in patches or 

widespread across the farm? Have a look if there’s worm 

inside the stem. Did the plant base turn blackish? Has your 

mobile phone got camera in it? If so, please take a photo of 

the affected plants then send it to us so we can properly 

diagnose the problem.]      

 

 
8/08/2010;  

9:47am 

Buo bukid ay apektdo, mdli 

bunutin un mga suwi ang 

naapektuhan 

paki tignan po kung may uod sa loob ng stem. 

 

[Have a look if there are worms inside the stem.] 
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[The whole farm was affected. 

And the rice plants are very 

easy to pull out. The plant tillers 

are affected.   

 

 
8/08/2010;  

9:52am 

Wla po uod, tuyo n po pg 

binunot d po nka2sama un ugat 

 

[There are no worms. Once the 

plants are pulled out, the roots 

wouldn’t come along.]    

 

sir medyo nangingitim po ba yung base at may 

amoy?meron po bang camera ang inyong 

cellphone.papapicturan po sana namin para maipadala nyo 

sa 09064570810 para po makita naman ang talagang 

sitwasyon. 

 

[sir, did the plant base turn blackish and smelly? Has your 

mobile phone got camera in it? If so, please take a photo of 

the affected plants then send it to us on 09064570810 so 

we can properly diagnose the problem.]      

 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 13. Knowledge production in SMSing that is constrained by technological glitch 

 

Texter Time received Message 

Miguel I. Lomberio 

(Region 5 - Camarines 

Norte) 

8/09/2010;  11:33am 

Paki ulit naman agro.charactrstic rc 192 palpak 

carrier la laman message! 

 

[Please send again the agronomic characteristics 

of NSIC Rc192. Your reply didn’t have anything in 

it. It’s all blank.]    

 8/09/2010;  3:52pm 

1/2 Ok na po naresib ko na reply. Tenks po sa 

suggestion. Add ko tanong if rc 192 is also called 

aerobic rice and pwede ba ito sa irrigated lowland n 

how do 

 

[1/2 It’s ok now. I got it. Thanks for the information. 

One more thing, is NSIC Rc192 also called Aerobic 

rice and is this suitable for irrigated lowland. How 

does it perform?] 

 8/09/2010;  3:52pm 

2/2 es it perform? 

 

Note: see consolidated translation above 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 14. Text message with no proper ending and no resolution arrived 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

09215794122 

(Region 8 – Leyte)  
9/08/2010;  7:51am 

1/2 Gud am sir,maam unsay 

tambal s ako hybrid rice pioner, 

yelowish ang udlot mga laos ang 

mga dahon hangtod mamatay, 18 

days frm planting na og nag abono 

na 

 

[1/2 Good am. The young leaves of 

my plant (hybrid rice pioneer) 

turned yellowish, and then dried up 

and eventually died. It’s been 18 

days now since planting, and I 

already applied fertilizer. How to 

address this?  

gud am po.sori for the late 

reply.sir buong bukid po ba ay 

nalalanta ang dhaon ng 

palay?babad po ba sa tubig 

ang inyong palayan? 

 

[Good am. Sorry for the late 

reply. Sir is it happening across 

the farm? Is your farm 

submerged?]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 
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4.3 The governing discursive structures of knowledge 
production in SMSing 

This study also looks into the underlying structure of SMSing 

as a discursive action – that is, what governs the production of 

knowledge in SMS Exchanges. By structure, we are referring 

to a set of rules and resources recursively reproduced and 

organized as properties of a social (knowledge) system 

(Giddens 1984; p.25). In this study, we interchangeably use 

structure with discourse or discursive condition. From the data, 

four structural properties were elicited to be operating in the 

SMS knowledge production by farmers and agricultural 

specialists. These are: technical, socio-cultural, agronomic, 

and psychological. Technical. Results of the text analysis 

indicate that the way the message is composed, the way the 

space on the technology is maximised, and the time of use are 

critical elements in the production of knowledge in SMSing. 

The text data below exemplifies three kinds of message 

framings and how they mediate the process of knowledge 

production. The Text 15 shows a farmer describing his text 

message in a concise, direct-to-the-point manner yet with a 

complete thought. His interaction with the Farmers’ Text 

Centre was straightforward with the attending agricultural 

specialist responding to his query immediately. The response 

time was four minutes. Text 16, however, shows a farmer with 

concise yet incomplete message. In response, the Farmers’ 

Text Centre had to probe for further information to be able to 

properly diagnose the problem and eventually provide 

appropriate advice to the farmer. Moreover, Text 17 shows an 

instance where the agricultural specialist sent a long message 

back to the farmer. The message however was cut as it 

exceeded the space limit of the system and was therefore sent 

off in installments. The cut message somewhat disrupted the 

productive ambience of the conversation as instantiated by 

farmer’s reaction ‘send nyo ulit reply, naputol kc text nyo’ 

(send your reply again as it was cut). Time is an important 

resource in knowledge production. Delays affect the efficiency 

of the knowledge produced. The messages that farmers sent 

to the Farmers’ Text Centre are all connected to activities on 

the farm. Issues particularly critical with time are issues on 

pest infestation and availability of seeds. Failure to come up 

with timely solutions on these issues will have a tremendous 

effect on crop production. The value of this temporal element 

is acknowledged by the Farmers’ Text Centre. The term ‘sorry’ 

for the late reply in Text 18 signifies the importance of time in 

knowledge production. Another element that has paramount 

influence on knowledge production in SMSing is the technical 

design of the mobile phone technology. As observed in the 

extracts, the text messages come in short, limited sets of 

characters with a different syntax (Table 1).  

 

Text 15. Text message stated in concise, direct-to-the-point manner 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Arnold Balon (Regio 

5 – Camarines Norte) 

6/12/2010; 

11:48am 

Pls gve potential yield 

of rc 222 

 

NSIC Rc222 (Tubigan 18). If transplanted, 

average yield is 6.1 t/ha; maximum yield is 

10 t/ha. Matures in 114 days. If direct 

seeded, ave yield is 5.7 t/ha 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 16. Text message stated in a concise yet with incomplete information 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Alberto de Guzman (Region 

1 – Pangasinan) 
6/08/2010;  11:33am 

Gud a.m. Ask ko lang po ung 21-

0-0 

 

[Good am. I just want to ask about 

the 21-0-0 (kind of fertilizer)?] 

ano po yung itatanong nyo s 21-0-0 o 

ammonium sulfate?nilalagay po ito s 

ating lupain kung kulang po ito s sulphur 

 

[What’s your question about 21-0-0 or 

ammonium sulphate? Do u apply this 

when your soil is deficient of sulphur? 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 17. Text message with a long yet cut message 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

09203772333 

(Region 8 Samar) 
8/12/2010  8:34:00 AM 

Magandang umaga.tan0ng lang 

po ako bkit sa LCC 

recomendati0n ang direct 

planting nasa 3 ang reading 

kung mg apply ng N fertilizer.4 

naman sa direct planting? 

 

[Good morning. Just want to ask 

why is it that in LCC (leaf color 

Magandang umaga din. kaya 3 ang reading 

ng LCC sa direct seeding ay kailangan nang 

magpataba dahil mas marami ang population 

ng direct seeded plants. pangalawa, yan ang 

resultang lumabas sa pag-aaral ng mga 

dalubhasa kung kelan kailangan na ng 

pataba ang mga rice plants. reading kung mg 

apply ng N fertilizer. Ty 
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chart) the application of nitrogen 

fertilizer is recommended when 

the reading is at 3 for direct 

planting and 4 for transplanting.] 

[Good morning. The reason for the LCC 

reading at 3 for the direct planting (which is a 

bit earlier than that for transplanting) is 

because there is more plant population to 

fertilize in direct seeded farm. This technique 

was tested through experimentation by our 

experts. Thanks] 

 8/12/2010  8:55:00 AM 

Send nyo ulit reply.naputol kc txt 

nyo. 

 

[Send it again. It was cut] 

...e applied as basal and the remaining 25-

50% of the total K requirement at early 

panicle initiation stage. 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 18. Text message with late reply 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Rovelinda V. 

Paraguison 

(Region 4a – 

Laguna)  

31/07/2010; 

06:15am 

Sa ngayo tag ulan at ganito ang 

panahon laging makulimlim ano 

ano nutrient ng palay ang ok. 

 

[On rainy season or when the 

weather is gloomy like nowadays, 

what nutrients are good to apply on 

rice plants?] 

gud pm po.sori for the late reply.hindi 

po natin binabase maam ang uri ng 

fertilizer na ating iaaply sa panahon.ipa 

analyze nyo po ang inyong lupa para 

malaman kung anong fertilizers ang 

kailangan nito.salamt po 

 

[Good pm. Sorry for the late reply. We 

cannot determine what fertilizer to 

apply based on the weather condition. 

All you need to do is have your soil 

analysed so you know what nutrients 

are needed. Thank you]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Table 1. Text language used in SMSing 

 

Text  

language 

Complete  

word 
Text Source 

K Ok 
Jessico John B. Campos from Region 13 – 

Surigao del Norte on 13/12/2010 

Tnx/ty Thanks/Thank you Appeared in most of the texts 

Gud am Good am/morning Frank Calumpit from Region 3 – Bulacan 

Na22yo Natutuyo (drying) 
Teofisto A. Trapal (Region 4b  - Oriental 

Mindoro) on 4/07/2010 

frtlizer Fertilizer 
Maribel Borata (Region-8, Eastern Samar) on 

01/12/2010 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Socio-cultural. Interaction in SMSing is also governed by the 

norms observed within the gemienschaft type of social 

relationships wherein ‘one can drop in, have a friendly chat, 

receive some advice about a problem, argue politics, and 

interact with other people who might otherwise remain 

strangers’ (Rheingold as cited by Jones 1997). As invoked in 

the extracts, most of the text messages begin with a greeting, 

such as ‘Gud am’ (short-cut for Good morning) and end with 

‘ty po’ (ty stands for thank you; ‘po’ is a trademark Filipino 

expression to show politeness/formality). Honorifics, such Sir 

and Ma’am, are also demonstrated in the texts to convey 

esteem to the person texted (see Text 19). Despite the limited 

space of the mobile phone technology, farmers and specialists 

still manage to exchange pleasantries and courtesies 

deliberately expressed not as side, insignificant jargon but as 

important discursive resources that facilitate the smooth 

articulation of knowledge in SMSing. Take a look at Text 20. 

The expressions ‘wala pong anuman Sir’ (no worries/welcome, 

sir), ‘thanks a lot po’, ‘Godbless’ are indicative of the 

productive interaction in SMSing. This analysis denotes that 

the interaction in SMSing despite being mediated and 

impersonal is constituted by highly personal forms of 

discursive practices.   
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Text 19. Use of honorifics in SMSing 

 

Texter 
Time 

received 
Message Reply 

09215794122 

(Region 8 – Leyte)  

9/08/2010;  

7:51am 

1/2 Gud am sir,maam unsay tambal s ako hybrid 

rice pioner, yelowish ang udlot mga laos ang 

mga dahon hangtod mamatay, 18 days frm 

planting na og nag abono na 

 

[1/2 Good am. The young leaves of my plant 

(hybrid rice pioneer) turned yellowish, and then 

dried up and eventually died. It’s been 18 days 

now since planting, and I already applied 

fertilizer. How to address this?  

gud am po.sori for the late 

reply.sir buong bukid po ba ay 

nalalanta ang dhaon ng 

palay?babad po ba sa tubig ang 

inyong palayan? 

 

[Good am. Sorry for the late 

reply. Sir is it happening across 

the farm? Is your farm 

submerged?]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 20. Use of pleasantries & courtesies in SMSing 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Ian V. Testado (Region 

12 – North Cotabato) 

13/12/2010; 

14:32am 

Ganun po ba. Maraming Salamat uli xa mga 

info at advices nyo 

 

[Is that right! Thank you very much again for 

the information and advice you have 

extended] 

No problem sir. Welcome po 

Bot Roque (Region-5 – 

Camarines Sur) 

13/12/2010; 

15:48am 

Ok po. Maraming salamat po. I will try to use 

half inorganic, half organic. 

 

[Ok. Thank you very much…]  

Cge po. Godbless and merry 

Christmas 

 

[ok…..] 

Ruben P. Abando 

(Region 1 - La Union)  

5/08/2010;  

9:28am 
Tks a lot for ur advice welcome po. 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Local farm conditions. Analysis also shows that the SMS-

based production of agricultural knowledge despite having a 

new form of discursive order constituted by the distanciated 

space and time is still linked with and fuelled by the dynamism 

of its local spatial and temporal conditions. On a daily or yearly 

basis, the kind of knowledge generated in the Farmers’ Text 

Centre comes in a wide range of topics. This complexity of 

knowledge production in SMSing is directly related with the 

complex knowledge requirements of the crop production on 

the farm. As reported by the Farmers’ Text Centre, the volume 

of text messages received by the Centre varies across the 

year and is highly dependent on the crop stages and 

conditions on the farms. Text 21, for instance, is about a 

farmer consulting with the Centre about a symptom 

manifesting on his crop. Take note of the time the farmer sent 

the message. It was around 10:53 a.m.. On the farm, this is 

the time when farmers usually take a break from farm work. 

This data suggests the crucial role of the local conditions in 

the production of knowledge in SMSing.  

 

Text 21. Topic on pest infestation (sent early in the morning) 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

R12 Sultan 

Kudarat - Onofre 

Cuyong 

2/08/2010;  

10:53am 

Gud am, tanong lng po ako kng 

anong kulang na elemento sa 

lupa na naninilaw ang bagong 

labas na dahon ng palay lalo na 

sa dry seeded rice (DSR), tnx. 

 

[Good am. I just want to ask 

what nutrient is deficient on the 

plant where the budding leaves 

are yellowish on dry-seeded rice 

(DSR)? Thanks] 

gud am po,maari pong sulfur deficient yang 

lupain nyo kc based po d2 s palaytandaan 

ang symptoms ng kulang s sulfur ay bansot 

n palay,malilit at naninilaw ang bagong 

dahon ng palay at mahinang mgsuwi 

 

[Good am. It could be that your plant is 

sulphur deficient. According to our source 

here, the symptoms of sulphur deficiency 

are: plants have stunted growth, with 

reduced plant height, yellowing of young 

leaves, and with reduced number of tillers.]  

Source: PhilRice 2010 
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Psychological. Another structural or constituting property of 

knowledge production in SMSing as substantiated in the data 

is the mechanism of trust. Not only the trust vested in 

individuals but in the abstract (technical) capacities (Giddens 

1990, p.26). The Farmers’ Text Centre is akin to what Giddens 

refers to as ‘expert system’, ‘a system of technical 

accomplishment or professional expertise that stabilizes social 

relations across indefinite spans of time-space’ (1990, p. 27).  

This claim is evidenced in the following metaphors spoken by 

the farmers during the interviews: ‘...magtetext na lang ako’ 

(all I have to do is to text); ‘itetetxt ko nalang’ (I will just text it). 

These metaphors are suggestive of the technical capacities of 

SMSing in the production of farmer’s farm solutions. Moreover, 

in an interview with the farmers, they said that the reason why 

they text to the Farmers’ Text Centre is because it is efficient in 

that it gives them with quick responses to their queries. As 

discussed earlier, most of the farming issues are emergent 

and require quick and contingent solutions. Examples of these 

issues are varieties, pest infestation, and nutrient deficiency. 

SMSing allows the production of timely solutions of these 

contingent farm issues across the country. Moreover, the 

metaphors also imply that the physical time and space are no 

longer pre-requisites in the accomplishment of discursive 

action. The conventional way is that whenever farmers have 

problems on their farm they usually see and consult with their 

local agricultural specialist.  

 

4.4 Understanding the knowledge contexts in SMSing 

This study also looks into the knowledge contexts of the SMS 

exchanges between farmers and the Farmers’ Text Centre. It 

is by understanding these contexts that we understand the 

kind of knowledge produced in SMSing. Results indicate that 

the way knowledge is articulated in SMSing is linked to the 

following knowledge systems:  

 

Scientification. In Text 22, the farmer was asking for the right 

amount of fertilizer to be applied on the seedbed. The ‘right 

amount’ there is a scientific term that suggests quantification 

and exact measurement. In conventional practice, the 

technique in fertilization is guided by the principle of ‘the more 

fertilizer you apply the better and the more effective it is’. 

Science, however, disregards this principle and advises that 

farmers should only apply the kind and amount of nutrients 

deficient in the crop. This scientification puts agricultural 

knowledge in a hierarchical position, putting farmer’s farm 

practices on a lower premium as ‘primitive, unscientific, and 

wrong’ (Scoones & John 1994, p.17), while the scientific 

knowledge is the dominant, legitimate, and correct form of 

knowledge. This hierarchical view of knowledge is reflected in 

the way the farmer composed his text messages, or the way 

he communicated with the Farmers’ Text Centre (Text 23). In 

the text, the farmer was consulting with the Centre about the 

proper timing of topdressing (fertilizing), the kind of fertilizers 

to apply, and conducting soil analysis as a method to 

determine soil nutrient deficiency. This tendency of 

‘scientifising’ farming knowledge is largely influenced by the 

way agriculture is viewed and operationalized in the country. 

Agriculture in the Philippines highly operates within the terms 

and logic of scientific rationality. Agricultural knowledge is 

objectively defined with standard variables. As demonstrated 

by the example above, agricultural knowledge as viewed by 

the farmers is something that comes with proper method of 

application, which is apparently a scientific discourse.

 

Text 22. Text message about exact measurement in fertilization 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Maribel Borata 

(Region-8, Eastern 

Samar) 

3/12/2010; 10:35 

Gud am po! Ilan po dapat ang 

ga2mitin naming oa organic frtlizer 

para sa seedbed 231 sq.m. pano po 

naming ilalagay? 

 

[Good am. How much of organic 

fertilizer do we need to apply on a 231 

sq.m. seedbed? And how to apply?]  

Pwedeng 10 bags organic material sa 

punlaan nyo po. Idistribute nyo lng i2 sa 

punlaan kasama ang lupa sa seedbed.  

 

[You can use 10 bags of any organic 

materials. You just have to mix it with the 

soil and evenly distribute on the seedbed.]   

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Text 23. Text message about the scientific way of fertilization 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Herminio A. Tomas 

(Region 1 – 

Pangasinan)  

8/08/2010;  10:26am 

Ngaung panahon po ng pagsaka, 

mga ilang araw pagkatapos ng 

matransplant ang palay ang 

pagtopdres at anong klase ng abono 

at ilang bag sa 1 ektarya? 

 

[In this cropping season, how many 

days after transplanting do we need 

to do topdressing? What kind of 

fertilizers to apply? And how many 

bags per hectare?   

Gud am po.we strongly recommend na ipa 300at 

g300e nyo po ang inyog lupa para malaman ang 

kakulangan nito.mas magiging accurate poa gn 

abonong ilalagay natiat 0.5 sako 16-20-0. Sa 

pglilihi ng palay, 0.5 sako 0-0-60.have a nice day 

 

[Good am. We strongly recommend that you 

have your soil analysed so you know what 

nutrients are lacking and you need to apply. That 

way, you can be sure that you’re applying the 

right nutrients. But generally, just apply 0.5 bags 
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of 16-20-0 during early panicle initiation, and 0.5 

sako 0-0-60 (during flowering stage)] 

8/08/2010;  10:31am 

At kung mamulaklak na ang palay 

anong abono o pataba ang dapat 

iaplay ? Anong klaseng abono kung 

meron para gumanda ang ani ! Tnx 

so much 

 

[And when the rice plants reach the 

flowering stage, what fertilizer to 

apply? What fertilizers do you 

recommend so we get a good 

harvest. Thanks very much]  

gud am po.i2 po ang general rekomendasyon 

per hectare kung kulang ang lupa nyo sa NPK 

pra 301at g-ulan: 10-14 days aftr transplanting, 4 

sako 14-14-14-12S n kung alam po natin ang 

kulang nito. 

 

[Good am. Here is the general recommendation 

per hectare if the soil is deficient of nitrogen, 

potassium, and phosphorus (NPK) for the wet 

season: 10-14 days after transplanting, apply 4 

sacks of 14-14-14-12S.]  

8/08/2010;  10:39am 

Maraming salamat po. 

 

[Thank you very much.] 

X 

8/08/2010;  10:58am 

Ano po ba ang mas mainam na 

pangtopdres urea or ung 16-20-0 ? 

Tnx 

 

[What’s the best fertilizer to 

topdress, urea or 16-20-0? Thanks] 

sir Herminio gud pm po.sorry for the late 

reply.ang abono pong ilalagay natin ay depende 

po sa kakulanagn ng ating lupa.ipa analyze nyo 

po ang inyong lupa para po malaman ang 

kakulangan nito.. 

 

[Sir Herminio, good pm. Sorry for the late reply. 

The fertilizers to apply have to be based on what 

nutrients are lacking in the soil. Have your soil 

analysed so you know what’s lacking.]  

8/08/2010;  2:52pm 

Ganon po ba, magkano naman po 

kaya ang magastos sa paganalyze 

at sanpo dapat ? Tnx 

 

[Is that right! How much does it cost 

to have the soil analysed? And 

where is it?] 

kung laboratory analysis, maaring meron ito sa 

provincial agriculture office nio. u can also 

inquire from your municipal agroculture office po 

kung saan puede magpa-soil analysis tykung 

gamitan nio ng MOET for soil analysis, P175 

isang kit. 

 

[If through laboratory analysis, you have it in the 

provincial Agricultural Office in your area. Better 

yet ask your Municipal Agriculturist about soil 

analysis. If you use MOET (Minus-One Element 

Technique), it will cost you P175 per pack.] 

Source: PhilRice 2010 

 

Localization. While scientific knowledge was predominantly 

articulated in SMSing, it was not recommended as it is. 

Instead it was being tailored to fit with the knowledge 

requirements of the inquiring farmers. This view of taking into 

account the farmer’s view in the production of knowledge is 

well substantiated in Text 24. Farmer-first, as it is called, is an 

emerging knowledge paradigm that ‘involves local people as 

active partners in all aspects of research and development 

processes’ (Scoones & Thompson 1994, p.2). Moreover, the 

Farmer-first believes that the ‘solution to agricultural issues 

lies on farmers’ own capacities and priorities’ (pp.1-2). In the 

text, the Farmers’ Text Centre through the attending 

agricultural specialist has articulated this principle by asking 

farmer about his specific knowledge requirements. The 

specialist’s intention was to make sure that the technology fits 

with the farmer’s needs. 

 

Text 24. Text message about the production of need-based knowledge 

 

Texter Time received Message Reply 

Milagros Lagrosa 

(Region 6 – Iloilo) 

9/08/2010;  

12:58pm 

gud afternoon ask lang k latest updates 

sa uariety of rice resistant sa pests and 

disease 

 

[Good afternoon, I just to ask for the 

latest updates on rice varieties resistant 

to pests and diseases]  

anong pest or disease po ba gusto 

nyong malaman pra macheck nmin 

if matibay (resistant) ba i2 sa mga 

bagong varieties? 

Source: PhilRice 2010 
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5 SMSing and agricultural Extension – 
reflections, implications, & theoretical 
contributions 
Agriculture (in the Philippines) has now observed new rules 

and structures characterized by the distanciation of space and 

time in organizing and accomplishing any farm transaction 

brought about by the SMS technology. Knowledge in a form of 

text messages is particularly central to the operations of 

contemporary agriculture. This emerging SMS paradigm has 

ushered in an entirely different view and process of agricultural 

extension particularly the production and distribution of 

agricultural knowledge. To view agriculture extension as mere 

technology transfer therefore might be insufficient and no 

longer relevant. As revealed in this study, the issue is no 

longer about the dissemination of knowledge from knowledge 

generators to beneficiaries, but is rather centred on human 

agency, power, and discourse. This paper argues that 

agricultural extension is not merely a diffusion of innovation. It 

is a ‘social process’, or is ‘based on interactions’ (Cornwall, 

Guijit & Welbourn 1994, p. 115; Winarto 1994, p.154). It is not 

a planned intervention, but part of the on-going negotiation 

with the people involved (Matose & Mukamuri 1994, p.73). 

Moreover, production of agricultural knowledge is associated 

with people who have social differences (Fairhead & Leach 

1994, p. 77). Social difference can be in terms of gender, age, 

ethnicity, class, farm agronomic conditions, agricultural 

activities, livelihood responsibilities, and social position (ibid). 

Likewise, Long and Villareal (1994, p.49) share the same view 

of agricultural extension. They averred that ‘knowledge 

processes are embedded in the social processes that imply 

aspects of power, authority, and legitimation’. Agricultural 

extension, according to them, is not just a ‘matter of 

instrumentalities, technical efficiencies, or hermeneutics (i.e., 

the mediation of the understanding of others through 

theoretical interpretation of ourselves)’ (ibid). It should also 

concern itself with analysing the transformation of meaning at 

the point of intersection between different actors’ lifeworlds, as 

well as the kind of social interaction involved (ibid). Long and 

Villareal emphasize that knowledge emerges as a product of 

interaction, and not of linkage and transfer (ibid). Moreover, 

they have proposed that agricultural extension must be viewed 

in terms of discontinuity, not linkage, and transformation, not 

transfer of meaning (ibid). In this study, this notion of 

‘discontinuity’ has emerged as an important resource rather 

than a problem in the production of knowledge via SMSing. 

Discontinuities refer to the discrepancies in values, interests, 

knowledge, and power (pp.43-44). In Text 11, a random texter 

was asking for solution for the drying of the plant part, which 

he labelled ‘tulod’.  The attending specialist of the Farmers’ 

Text Centre did not know what ‘tulod’ is, which apparently is a 

vernacular term used in a particular region. This socio-cultural 

discrepancy has fuelled an active interaction through the 

exchanges of text messages and eventually led to the 

production of knowledge. The critical point where discrepancy 

takes place is called social interface (Long & Villareal 1994). 

As reflected in the Text, social interface is an opportunity that 

leads to discursive action and eventually formation of 

knowledge never anticipated by both parties involved. Other 

discrepancies surfaced in this study are agronomic, economic, 

political, and environmental in nature. Moreover, conflict on 

worldviews was also found in the SMS data as critical in 

knowledge production. These worldviews include 

scientification and localization. Scientification refers to 

situating knowledge formation into the terms and methods of 

science, while localization means appropriation of knowledge 

based on the local needs and conditions. Knowledge 

production in this context means accommodation of conflicts 

rather making judgment of their legitimacy. As revealed from 

the analysis, the interaction of these contrasting worldviews 

via SMS exchanges has allowed the production of meaning 

that accommodates both views rather than privileging one 

over the other. This analysis suggests ‘mediation as a means 

of conflict resolution’ (Matose & Mukamuri 1994, p.74). In 

addition, this study discloses negotiation is paramount in 

knowledge production in SMSing. By negotiation, it means the 

interplay of human agency, power, and discourse. SMSing 

illustrates this notion of negotiation through the dynamic 

exchanges of text messages. Farmers and agricultural 

specialists in the Farmers’ Text Centre have shown active 

cooperation in SMSing in that they have co-created knowledge 

rather than shared or disseminated it to each other in a 

unilinear fashion. They are both active ‘agents’ as they are 

dynamically engaged in the generation of knowledge 

(Bebington 1994, p. 88). Hence, in this study, we postulate the 

notion of ‘textholder’ as a new collective role of agricultural 

specialists and farmers, as opposed to their traditional, 

hierarchical role as knowledge generators and end-users 

respectively. By textholder, we refer to one who has causal 

power or capacity to actively engage in the generation of 

knowledge. Power is viewed here as one’s will and a strategy 

to achieve outcomes. It is not something that is earned, as 

viewed by traditional extension theory. As what van den Ban & 

Hawkins (1996, p.11) say, one of the objectives of agriculture 

extension is to empower farmers to become critical and 

capable of making decisions for their farms. This study, 

however, unpacks that farmers are not passive dupes. Results 

of the data analysis indicate that they have played an active 

role in knowledge production via SMSing. They did not just 

passively receive information, but they dynamically 

participated in the exchanges of information useful in the 

generation of the desired knowledge. Hence, it can be inferred 

that power is a resource rather than an output in the 

production of agricultural knowledge. Another important 

element in SMSing, as revealed in this study, is the discursive 

condition that governs the knowledge production. Agricultural 

extension cannot be simply viewed as a linear communication, 

that is, as a simple process of transmitting information from a 

source to a receiver. It is a discursive action. In the course of 

their interaction as in the case of SMSing, farmer and 

agricultural specialist have drawn some rules and resources 

that constitute the system of their productive interaction. These 

rules and resources, in the case of this study, include the 

following: technical (referring to the effect of the technical 

design of mobile phone), socio-cultural (normative 

behaviours), agronomic (the emergent issues occurring on the 

farm), and psychological (issue of trust). Finally, this paper 

posits that the meaning of agricultural knowledge varies, and 

is accorded different meanings depending on its use to the 

user (p.47). As Richards (1994, p.169) notes, knowledge is 

socially differentiated; it is highly dependent on the social 
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structure and cultural norms where it is used. An example of 

this socially differentiated meaning of knowledge in the SMS 

data analysed is the meaning of rice variety. As reported, 

‘which rice variety to grow’ was the mostly frequently asked 

topic received by the Farmers’ Text Centre. Identification of 

what variety to grow varies depending on the farmer’s 

requirements. Some of the requirements revealed in the SMS 

data are yield potential, pest resistance, varietal maturity, 

location, and eating quality.   

 

6 Optimizing the potentials Of SMSing In 
agricultural extension in The Philippines 
Based on the findings of this study, the following are 

recommended to fully optimize the full potential of SMSing in 

agricultural extension:  

 

Improving SMS infrastructure. Disruptions or delays in SMS 

response due to technological glitches have appeared to be a 

stumbling block in SMSing. A technological glitch can either be 

encountered when the mobile phone is clogged, or when the 

phone runs out of memory, or when the network experiences 

heavy SMS traffic (Pascua et al., 2010). In the case of the 

Farmers’ Text Centre that uses a web-based SMS platform to 

answer SMS queries, a glitch is either caused by technical 

(i.e., the network connectivity is down or the systems/software 

has problems) or ecological (caused by heavy rains and 

typhoons) problems (ibid). Delay is also caused by the 

different timetable of the Farmers’ Text Centre and the clients.  

The Centre operates everyday but not around the clock. 

Reports, however, indicate that the Centre has received text 

messages beyond its operational hours. Serious investment 

must be made for the establishment and maintenance of a 

stable infrastructure. An intensive campaign must be done to 

orient and educate mobile phone users in the farming 

communities of the technical logic of mobile phones and how 

to manage basic phone problems, such as clogging and 

system bug down. Provision of 24/7 SMS service must be 

considered. An automated response has to be put in place 

during idle hours.  

 
Capacity enhancement for extension workers. Most if not 
all of the agricultural extension workers (in the Philippines) 
were installed into office long before the advent of the modern 
communication technologies, such as SMS. In addition, their 
training or knowledge must have been still on the traditional 
paradigms of extension delivery. A retooling must be 
conducted to orient them with the complexity of modern 
society brought by modern technologies and equip them with 
new theories and methods. As recommended in this study, 
extension workers must play the ‘textholder’ role in that they 
are not simply knowledge disseminators but are contributors of 
knowledge in the production of agricultural solutions for farm 
issues via SMSing.  As ‘textholders’, extension workers must 
learn the conventions and language used in SMSing.    
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